
FINANCIAL MAKEOVERS
Who makes your financial dreams a reality? You do, of course,
though sometimes a little help can be invaluable. Jennifer
Hatch, the managing partner of Christopher Street Financial,
provides her expert advice to our subjects, who are looking for
new strategies to achieve their financial goals.

Many of us already know the first steps on the road to financial security: Cut up
that Barneys charge card and stop having your paychecks direct-deposited at your
favorite cocktail lounge. But the issues soon become much more complicated,
especially when it comes to taxes and estate planning. While straight spouses can
freely transfer assets to each other without having them taxed as gifts, gay men
and lesbians must tread carefully before adding their partners to property deeds
and savings accounts. When it comes to estate planning, it is important that gay
men and lesbians have properly executed wills, given that intestacy laws (which
cover the distribution of an estate when the deceased does not have a will) do not
recognize same-sex relationships. If a gay man does not have a will, his assets will
be passed on to his legal relatives, and his partner will be left out in the cold.

One firm that has based its business on the gay community’s particular
financial concerns is Christopher Street Financial, founded in 1981. We asked
Jennifer Hatch, one of the company’s owners and its managing partner, to
share her expertise with several gay men and lesbians and come up with
financial strategies that address their unique situations.

CASE STUDY 1: Marc Bunag

Marc arrives for his early-morning appointment in casual summer garb
and flip-flops. He is on his way to his job as a marketing director of a
film distribution company in New York City. Marc jokes about his
appearance: “I am doing my adolescent rebellion thing now, because I
didn’t do it as a teenager.”

He is ahead of his age in other ways, however, according to his new
financial adviser: “Marc has an unusually clear vision of what he wants to
accomplish in the next five years financially. My job is to assist him in
identifying his goals and to help him to take the financial actions necessary
to accomplish them.”

The first step is to take a full inventory of Marc’s current financial position—
everything from student loans to 401(k)’s. This will enable him to gauge his
starting point. Like many professionals in their first years after college, Marc’s
debts are higher than his savings. But his career and his earnings are
accelerating, and he’ll soon break into the black.

For many beginning investors, the best strategy to build wealth is to set up an
“asset builder”—an automatic payroll deduction that is invested on a regular
basis. If an employer offers a 401(k) or other tax-deferred plan, that is the first
place to allocate money, since these plans have the additional benefit of

investing your dollars pretax and allowing them to grow, tax-deferred, until
withdrawal—hopefully after retirement.

An asset builder account  is also a very effective investment strategy because
it employs the power of dollar cost averaging. By systematically and regularly
investing a set dollar amount, you will buy more shares at the market’s low
points and fewer at its peaks. On average, the cost of your investment will be
less than an investment of one lump sum. There is less risk in beginning to
invest this way because your success depends on time, rather than the timing
of your investment.

Unfortunately, however, an asset builder account is not an option for Marc
right now. His current income, after 401(k) deductions and taxes, matches his
bare budget for living in the “big, expensive apple.” However, Marc feels he
will be able to squirrel away a few nuts from his paycheck during the weeks
he is traveling at his company’s expense. With the help of his planner, Marc
calculates that he could make an investment of at least $500 every week he
is out of town on business. Since this money will not be automatically
deducted from his paycheck, it will require Marc’s discipline to ensure that
these payments are made to him. He pledges, “When I have a goal, I can
resolve to do anything.” Based on Marc’s upcoming travel schedule and his
commitment, he should be able to progress quickly toward his goals.

Marc’s first goal is to buy a town house. More specifically, he envisions a
brownstone that would include an apartment for himself as well as an
apartment or two to rent out for income. Marc’s current aspirations are
focused on East Harlem, 20 minutes from midtown Manhattan, where there
are hundreds of vacant, turn-of-the-century town houses. The challenge of a
major renovation project in a gentrifying community excites Marc. 

1. MARC age: 26 occupation: marketing director, film distribution company  
financial goals: begin to build assets, invest in real estate
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Hatch, who, in addition to being a financial planner,
purchases and renovates real estate in New York,
points Marc toward several city-sponsored
programs that finance and sell vacant brownstones.
Assuming a minimal down payment, Marc could be
a homeowner within two years of starting his
savings program. The income he earns from the
apartments would cover his mortgage expense and
enable him to live for almost nothing. 

Hatch advises Marc to take very good care of his
credit rating so he will qualify for mortgage
financing: “Ironically, to be eligible for credit, you
must already have some credit, use it, and pay it
off. You have to demonstrate responsibility.”

Before recommending specific investments, a
financial planner must have a sense of an
investor’s needs and concerns. Marc’s answers to
questions about his attitudes toward investing
reveal that he is an “aggressive” investor with a

“high tolerance for risk.” Given his age and the
number of years before he retires, his adviser
recommends the highest allocation possible in a
mix of equity funds in his company 401(k) plan. “If
he has the opportunity to invest in some
technology and other high-growth funds, this is the

part of his portfolio where he should go for it.” 

On the other hand, the money that Marc earmarks
for his real estate down payment should be
invested more moderately, since his time frame is
shorter. For most people with less than $100,000
to invest, a portfolio of mutual funds is a good
option since it is difficult to get the same
diversification with individual stock holdings for
portfolios of this size. After two meetings, Marc’s
financial plan is set and it’s time to schedule a six-
month checkup.

“It is important to keep your eye on the prize and
regularly assess your progress,” Hatch advises
Marc—a philosophy that applies to all investors. 

CASE STUDY #2: Lou Fischer and Karin Hastik

For Louise (“Lou”) and Karin, as for many other
same-sex couples, purchasing a home together
was more than simply a practical economic

strategy. It was a
significant romantic
milestone in a committed
relationship. Straight
couples merge their
financial destinies upon
marriage. Why shouldn’t
gay and lesbian couples
make this same
commitment? Hatch
warns that they should
first understand how the
IRS could interrupt their
honeymoon.

Karin and Lou took the leap
last year. Despite a
booming real estate
market, they were lucky
enough to find a reasonably
priced Victorian house in
the lower Haight
neighborhood of San
Francisco. Both women are
self-employed—Karin as a
psychiatrist with her own

practice and Lou as a telecommunications consultant.
Since Karin toiled for many years in medical school, Lou
had a head start on her earnings and savings. So the
down payment came from Lou.

Based on a combination of Karin’s keen need to
feel financially equitable and self-sufficient and

Lou’s previous relationship experiences, they both
wanted to execute a joint-ownership contract.
This document spelled out each of their financial
rights and obligations. Lou jokes about the
contract, “I’m not killing her with high interest,
since this is a marriage, not a business.” Hatch
notes, however, that “unless Karin and Lou take
certain legal steps, the law will not recognize the
relationship as either.” 

If Lou and Karin had not executed that contract,
Lou would have unwittingly created a huge tax
bill. The IRS would have viewed 50 percent of
Lou’s down payment as a gift to Karin, which
would be subject to gift taxes. Any transfer of
assets above a $10,000 annual limit, except
between married spouses, constitutes a taxable
gift. Given the stratospheric value of San
Francisco real estate, it would be the IRS that
would receive a substantial “gift.”

Worse yet, if Karin died without having executed a
joint-ownership agreement, the IRS would
consider 100 percent of the jointly owned home as
belonging to Karin. The entire house would be
subject to estate taxes. Outrageously, Lou would
have to document her contributions to the IRS.
Otherwise, she would be required to pay estate
taxes on her own money. 

Because Karin and Lou are self-employed, Hatch
advises them to make the maximum possible
contributions to their retirement accounts
faithfully each year. They each have a simplified
employee pension (SEP), which enables them to
invest 15 percent of their gross income each year,
or $24,000, whichever is lower. Hatch explains
that the reason retirement accounts are such
important financial tools is that the investments
are allowed to grow and compound before taxes.
Paying taxes on your investments every year will
stunt the growth of the account. Hatch adds, “It is
like you are taking two steps forward and one step
back. Over a long period of time, it makes a
dramatic difference.” Given Karin’s and Lou’s ages,
their savings at the time they are ready to retire
could be more than three times greater if they are
invested in tax-deferred vehicles.

Because of the fabulous performance of the stock
market in the past decade and the magic of tax-
deferred compounding, many people have
amassed significant retirement accounts. Unless
they make certain arrangements, however, they

2. LOUISE (“LOU”) age: 36 occupation: telecommunications consultant
KARIN age: 36 occupation: psychiatrist
financial goals: own home jointly, leave retirement accounts to each other, 
protect against family intervention
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will leave more at the time of their death to the
IRS than to their same-sex partners. “We
understood that you can’t take it with you,” Lou
quips, “but we were very surprised to learn that
we can’t leave it to each other, either!”

Regardless of your partner’s total assets, income
taxes will be due on the retirement account dollars
within five years of death. If there are also estate
taxes due, these taxes can wipe out more than 85
percent of the assets. The estate tax bill must be
paid within nine months.

“As you could have guessed, legally married
couples don’t have this problem,” explains
Hatch. A straight spouse can inherit retirement
assets and roll them into their own IRA. No
taxes are due at that point. They can continue to
enjoy the benefits of tax-free compounded
growth for decades, until the money from their
IRA is distributed.

According to Hatch, the best strategy that can be
cobbled together for a same-sex couple under the
current tax law is to create a “stretch-out” IRA-so-
called because it enables an heir to stretch out the
IRA’s distributions, and therefore taxes, over his or
her assumed life expectancy. In this way, the
majority—but not all—of the assets continue to
grow tax-deferred for a longer period. 

In order to accomplish the stretch-out, Karin and
Lou completed beneficiary documents that have
been designed specifically for same-sex couples.
“Sadly,” laments Hatch, “most lesbians and gay
men are not advised on how to make these
provisions for their heirs.”

But the most critical document signed during this
whole estate-planning adventure, according to
the couple, was the healthcare power of attorney.
Lou explains, “If Karin were in a coma, I fear that
her legal family in Texas could prevent me from
ever seeing her again.” If Karin and Lou had not
signed this document, they would, indeed, have
that legal right.

Hatch advises those who fear family
interference—in the event of disability or death—
to create several redundant legal documents
spelling out their wishes. For example, some
couples might consider registering as domestic
partners, in jurisdictions where it is available, just
to provide evidence that you were an intentionally
committed couple. Another precaution requires

that an attorney videotape you describing your
intentions and executing your will. While this may
seem dramatic, Hatch explains, “When money and
grief are combined, even supportive families can
take strange, unexpected actions.” 

CASE STUDY #3: Robin Crocket

Fifteen years ago, at the age of 50, Robert
(“Robin”) moved from Virginia to Manhattan. He
came north to assume a new position teaching
English at New York University and to live, finally,
as an openly gay man. This was a brave leap for
a Southern gentleman who had been married
for 30 years and
raised six children.
After relinquishing
the family home in
the divorce, all Robin
had to support his
new life was a small
teacher’s pension,
which he promptly
raided for a down
payment on a tiny
uptown apartment. 

Now 65, Robin has
made a new family
with his partner of five
years, Richard, who is
also a father and
divorce. Like many
same-sex couples,
they believe that
uniting their lives 
and expressing
commitment to each
other includes merging
their finances. Robin explains in his soothing
drawl, “We wanted to put our money where our
mouths were, so to speak.”

First, they combined their real estate investments
by purchasing an apartment large enough for visits
by their combined brood of eight grown children.
At the closing, their lawyer had to remind the title
company to record their deed as joint tenants with
rights of survivorship, instead of joint tenants in
common. Richard explains, “if you don’t clearly
advise title companies on how you want the
names to appear, they will presume otherwise. It
is a hetero-sexist assumption.”

There are significant consequences to the two
ways of recording a deed. If an asset is owned
with rights of survivorship, the joint owner will
inherit the other share automatically upon his
partner’s death. But as tenants in common, the
deceased partner’s share will go through the long,
arduous process of probate. Then, if a partner’s
will doesn’t name his desired heir, the state will
give it to his next of kin. “As you know,” remarks
Robin’s financial adviser, “the state never
considers a gay partner kin.” 

So, of course, the next step for the couple was to
draft their wills. J. Rush Barnes a New York City

attorney who specializes in a range of gay legal
issues, ensured that their wills provided for each
other, as well as for their children. Barnes created
a simple trust structure that will go into effect
upon the death of either partner. When the first
man in the couple dies, all of his assets will go into
a trust. While the other partner is alive, he can use
the trust for his own support. But upon the second
man’s death, both partners’ respective assets and
family heirlooms will be distributed to the
appropriate children. 

Robin is one of the fortunate few to have a
disability insurance policy. Many applicants are
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turned away simply for either (1) any history of
back trouble or (2) ever having consulted a mental
health professional. These are two conditions for
which most people go out on disability, according
to the insurance industry. “That, unfortunately,
eliminates most of us,” jokes Hatch. 

On the other hand, almost everyone can qualify for
a life insurance policy, Even individuals with
“impaired health risks” can get life insurance,
albeit at a higher cost. Christopher Street Financial
has been able to obtain life insurance for a woman
six months after she had cancer surgery, as well as
for individuals who are HIV positive.

In 1996, Robin put his disability policy into action
after experiencing HIV-related symptoms. As
Robin was receiving only partial salary payments,
Richard’s income became critical to supporting
their apartment. Though they owned and
maintained it jointly and both contributed to the
mortgage and maintenance payments, Richard
assumed all the tax benefits. One of the only tax
strategies that specifically benefits gay or
unmarried couples is deduction shifting. If a
couple owns a home jointly but the partners fall
into two very different income tax brackets, they
can use all of the interest and real estate tax
deductions to reduce the income taxes of the
higher earner. “It’s perfectly kosher,” explains

Christopher Street
Financial’s tax expert. “You
just have to make sure
that the couple doesn’t
double-dip.” In other
words, both partners
cannot claim the same
deductions.

Af ter successfully
combining their l ives
and finances, Robin
and Richard took the
ultimate romantic
step—they made
arrangements to be
together after life. At
Trinit y Cemetery,
overlooking the Hudson
River, they acquired a
joint cr ypt, which is
already engraved with
both their names.

CASE STUDY #4: Murray Hill

Betsey needed financial guidance for both of
her personae. Her advisers were introduced
first to Betsey, a female dynamo heading the
Web development group at Sapient, an e-
services consulting company, and then to
Betsey’s male after ego, Murray Hill, who also
has a thriving career—but this one on the drag
king cabaret circuit.

Two years ago, Murray ran for mayor of New York
City and received 334 write-in votes. Now
Murray is throwing his hat into the ring of New
York’s Senate race. Betsey estimates that she
spent over $10,000 financing Murray’s last
campaign. Fortunately, she can support Murray’s
political aspirations through her day job. After
several promotions, she now has Web
developers across the United States and
overseas reporting to her. In addition to making
“a nice income,” Betsey has been paid bonuses
with shares in her company’s stock, which have
performed with the same volatility and gusto as
the rest of the technology market. 

The mission of Betsey’s planners is to sort through
the financial affairs of this duo and create one
comprehensive plan. The short-term goals are

distilled down to: (1) finance Murray’s Senate
campaign, (2) pay off Betsey’s student debt, and (3)
start investing her income. In the long term,
Betsey is looking to: (1) save enough to support a
career switch into show business, (2) move from a
Brooklyn rental to a Manhattan condo, and (3) save
for both of their retirements.

Betsey must first diversify her assets. Since 100
percent of her holdings are in the stock of one
company and her income depends on the fate of
that same company, Betsey agrees that it makes
sense to move some of her eggs to different
baskets. Murray chimes in like a true politician, “I
have always supported diversity—in people,
baskets, and investments.”

Murray is mature enough to consider another
financial strategy—incorporation. Since Murray has
a nominal income from his cabaret work and regular
expenses for costumes, karaoke music, and
campaign materials, he should be operated as a
business. Considering various other factors, a
limited liability corporation (LLC) is the wisest
option. The profit or loss from Murray’s career would
flow through to Betsey’s tax return. In addition, her
investments and assets would be protected from any
lawsuits that Murray might cause!

Hatch describes her job as “helping people
realize fabulous lives.” In this case, Betsey got
two for the price of one. —John Newton

3. BETSEY (a.k.a. MURRAY HILL) age: 27 occupation: website manager
financial goals: finance a campaign for the U.S. Senate for her drag alter ego,
pay off student loans, begin to build assets
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